Introduction

Micro/Mesocosm systems have added much to the existing knowledge of ecologists facilitating a better understanding of the interactions, fate and effects within ecosystems. Moreover, enclosed model ecosystems are becoming a major research tool for soil/sediment ecologists because of the high degree of control of test parameters (light, heat, pH, hygrometry...) that these systems allow compared to conventional methods. Despite being an efficient methodology to mimic field experiments, micro and mesocosms are associated with several drawbacks, for instance the identification of correct dose levels which would result in effects needed to determine the interactions which would be found in natural ecosystems and the reliable extrapolation of laboratory based ecosystems to the field experiments1. In-silico alternatives including Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSARs) have been proposed in the recent years in response to the EU initiatives to minimize animal testing by replacing them with suitable and reliable approaches. QSARs are based on the principle that similar chemical structures can lead to similar biological activities and are commonly applied in the ecotoxicological risk assessment to evaluate the fate of chemicals in the environment. Recently, KREATiS developed a series of QSAR models called ‘HA-QSARs’ included in its iSaferat Toolbox2 which in comparison to standard QSARs offers predicted values reliable enough to replace experimental studies and validated following the criteria specified in regulatory guidelines. The aim of this poster is to provide an introduction to the methodology for development and validation of HA-QSARs and briefly present ways in which such models of high precision can be fruitfully used to provide input data to help overcome the some of the above limitations in experimentation and achieve the best possible quality studies.

Existing issues with experimentation

a) Since the environmental impact may vary depending on the concentration of the substance used, multiple replicates have to be included in the design at different concentrations. However, the larger the volume used in the study, the fewer the reps and concentrations.

b) If the physicochemical properties of a substance are not known beforehand, serious errors in predicted fate properties and in maintaining constant concentrations during the testing period (for instance volatility or adsorption issues) can be made, invalidating the experiment.

c) Since an enclosed model ecosystem is mimicked in real field situations, it would be helpful to have a understanding of chronic effects concentrations on single species prior to the experiment so that the micro/mesocosm can account specifically for interactions between populations and trophic levels.

Use of HA-QSARs for high quality testing

HA-QSARs developed?

Step 1: Data collection
Experimental data on physicochemical and ecotoxicological endpoints is collected for different chemical substances from various literature resources including publicly available databases, publications and reports.

Step 2: Data validation
The collected data then undergoes rigorous data check to ensure the measured endpoint values were derived using appropriate test methods and under suitable testing conditions. For instance, in the table the cells are highlighted in different colours to indicate the quality of measured values (green=reliable; yellow=less accurate, red=not reliable).

Step 3: Model development
Depending upon the relationship between the chosen set of descriptors and the endpoint values, an appropriate modelling strategy is finalised, for instance Simple or Multiple Linear regression.

Step 4: Model validation
Once the approach is finalized, model is generated and then can be used to predict the endpoint values for an external test set. HA-QSARs at KREATiS are validated as per the five OECD principles for model validation.

Step 5: Cascade approach validation
Since all the physicochemical and ecotoxicological endpoints forming the cascade approach are interlinked, data gaps are filled and the predicted value for each endpoint is compared with validated experimental data, if available. This step facilitates an additional level of validation to ensure that the cascade approach works.

Conclusions

The KREATiS HA-QSARs were evaluated as a potential cheap rapid and helpful tool to accompany high tier experimental testing strategy. The results from HA-QSARs can be used to facilitate greater understanding of the interactions at different trophic levels within complex experimental systems and to help determine concentration levels to be used. Research is ongoing into future HA-QSARs accounting for the ecotoxicological effects of metabolites.
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